UNMAS 2016 SNAP SHOT

18 PROGRAMMES around the world

DESTROYED
- 195,216 explosive remnants of war
- 14,000 landmines
- 468 IEDs

CLEARED
- 161 sq km land = 14,900 football pitches
- 3,000 km roads

WEAPONS & AMMUNITION STORAGE CONSTRUCTED
- 100

RISK EDUCATION PROVIDED
- Over 4,300,000 people impacted by explosive hazards
  Women 408,000 • Girls 1,600,000 • Men 470,000 • Boys 1,840,000

VICTIMS ASSISTED
- 72,800

TRAINED
- Over 7,700 healthcare workers, police, teachers, military personnel

RAPID RESPONSE/TECHNICAL SUPPORT INTERVENTIONS
- Cameroon, Liberia, Ukraine

33 UNMAS STAFF in UNHQ & Geneva
- 229 INTERNATIONAL STAFF (30% FEMALE)
- 525 NATIONAL STAFF (16% FEMALE)
+ 4,368 NATIONAL STAFF EMPLOYED THROUGH UNMAS FUNDING

468 IEDs CLEARED
195,216 EXPLOSIVE REMNANTS OF WAR DESTROYED
4,300,000 PEOPLE IMPACTED BY EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS